A RETURN TO THE ROOTS
I stood on the corner and asked my Grandfathers to give me the image of the “Spirit” of the building. I got a very powerful image of the Ode* emerging out of the facade and powerfully addressing Bourassa Avenue. It was expressed by sculpting the corner and accenting the main entrance to the complex and to be seen by all who come to Montreal via Bourassa Avenue.

Douglas Cardinal, World-renowned architect

* ODE: canoe in Cree language
ODEA MONTREAL
OLD MONTREAL NEIGHBORHOOD

HERITAGE DISTRICT
WITH A EUROPEAN LIFESTYLE

ART AND CULTURE | HISTORICAL LANDMARKS
ODEA MONTREAL
AT THE CROSSROAD OF MONTREAL HISTORY AND INTERNATIONAL VIBE

RESTAURANT & COFFEE SHOP | FASHION BOUTIQUE | SPA
435 RESIDENTIAL UNITS
264 APARTMENTS
171 CONDOMINIUMS
INSPIRATION

The rooftop terrace, a project that embraces
THE MOON, THE LIGHT
AND THE STARS

A project breathing through its podium terrace
UP TO THE SKY

A project
RIsing from the territory legacy
AN ECOSYSTEM OF HOMES
WITH MULTIPLE OPEN-AIR ATMOSPHERES

ROOFTOP TERRACE 26th
BISTRO AREA & BBQ | GREEN ROOF & EDIBLE GARDEN
PANORAMIC LOUNGE | FLORAL AND FRUIT PLANTS | POOL

TERRACE 7th
LAP POOL AND CONCRETE DECK
BISTRO TABLES & LOUNGE

COURTYARD
TERRACES & BISTRO TABLES | COURTYARD
VEGETATION & WATER BASIN
A BIOPHILIC STYLE DESIGN

TO CREATE A WARM AND PEACEFUL ATMOSPHERE THAT PROVIDES AN IMMEDIATE SENSE OF WELL-BEING.
LIVING SPACES
INSPIRED BY THE ELEMENTS OF NATURE
ON ALL LEVELS
171 CONDOMINIUMS
STUDIOS, 1 BEDROOM, 2 BEDROOMS, PENTHOUSES
IDEALLY LOCATED

AT THE CROSSROADS OF OLD MONTREAL, THE CITÉ DU MULTIMÉDIA AND THE INTERNATIONAL DISTRICT

PLACES OF INTEREST

01 BASILIQUE NOTRE-DAME
02 CANAL LACHINE
03 CENTRE BELL
04 CENTRE DES SCIENCES + IMAX
05 FONDRIE DARLING
06 PARC À CHIENS
07 PALAIS DES CONGRÈS
08 PLACE BONAVENTURE
09 SPA BOTABOTA
10 SPA SCANDINAVE

RESTAURANTS / FOOD TRUCKS

01 BORIS BISTRO
02 CARTET
03 EUROPEA MOBILE
04 FISH BONE
05 HELENA
06 HOLDER
07 LE SERPENT
08 LE SPEAKEASY
09 LOBSTER BOX
10 OLIVE ET GOURMANDO
11 MÉLISSE
12 MONARQUE
13 SÉSAME
14 STEAK FRITE ST-PAUL
15 THE FARSIDES

MARKET

01 ADONIS
02 IGA
03 LA BÊTE À PAIN
04 METRO PLUS
05 PROVIGO
06 SAQ

METRO SQUARE-VICTORIA-OACI
GARE CENTRALE
METRO BONAVENTURE
FUTURE REM STATION
5 BIXI STATIONS WITHIN A 5 MINUTE WALK
A JOINT PROJECT BY

CERTIFICATIONS

ALL IMAGES AND FINISHES SHOWN ON THIS BROCHURE ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.